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Chapter 1                    The 411 On Lice 

LICE is one of the worst four letter words a parent can hear.  The creepy little creatures can cause huge drama 
and angst among parents and teachers alike. But only if you let them.  Let’s take a step back and arm ourselves 
with the facts so that we can face this inevitable occurrence with a calm, head on approach.  

Are head lice ANNOYING? Yes! Are head lice GROSS? YES! Is it DISGUSTING to think about a bug in your child’s 
hair? It absolutely is!  But the fact is, head lice are a nuisance and nothing else. They are not a dangerous 
health condition because they do not transmit disease. Personal hygiene and cleanliness have nothing to do 
with the occurrence of head lice. Let’s take a look at some common misconceptions: 

 Common Misconceptions:  

● Head Lice can jump;  FALSE! Head lice cannot jump or fly. They move only by crawling. 
● Cutting a person’s hair will prevent head lice infestations; FALSE! Head Lice do not care if the hair is long or short.  
● Schools have “outbreaks” of lice; FALSE! Multiple cases of lice in school are  uncommon; that “occurrence” is 

typically due to misidentification. 
● Your child can get head lice by sitting at a desk next to someone who is infested; FALSE!  Head lice are spread 

through direct head-to-head contact. 
● Head lice are found in dirty hair from dirty homes;  head lice has nothing to do with personal hygiene or 

cleanliness. 
● Head Lice are most often passed at school; FALSE! Transmissions in schools are rare. Head lice LOVE a party! It is 

most common to get head lice from family members, overnight guests, and playmates who spend a lot of time 
together outside of school.  

● You can get head lice from a pet;  FALSE! Head lice cannot be transmitted from a pet, or vice a versa. 
● Head Lice are commonly spread through hats or helmets; FALSE! Although spread through hats or helmets is 

possible, it is rare. Lice are not able to hang on to a surface other than a hair strand.  

To effectively manage head lice in schools, it is important that the school and parents work together as a team where 
each party take responsibility for certain tasks. 

 



   

What are Head LIce? 

Head lice are tiny bugs about the size of a sesame seed (2–3 mm long [mm stands for 
millimeter]). Their bodies are usually pale and gray, but their color may vary. One of these 
tiny bugs is called a louse.  
 
Head lice feed on small amounts of blood from the scalp. They can typically survive only 1 
to 2 days without blood meal.  
 

Lice lay and attach their eggs to hair strands close to the scalp. The eggs and their shell casings are called nits. They are 
oval and about the size of a knot in thread (0.8 mm long and 0.3 mm wide) and usually yellow to white. Some nits may 
blend in with hair color, making them hard to see, and are often confused for dandruff or hair product. Nits attach to the 
hair with a sticky substance that holds them firmly in place. After the eggs hatch, the empty nits stay on the hair shaft as 
the hair grows.  
 
What is the life cycle of head lice? 
Head lice live about 28 days. They develop in 3 phases: egg (also called a nit), nymph, and adult louse.  
 
Identifying LIce 
 
Egg or Nit   Eggs or nits hatch in 6 to 9 days. Eggs are usually found within 4 to 6 mm of the scalp and do not survive if 
they are farther away. 
 

Nymph   The nymph looks like an adult head louse but is much smaller 
(about the size of a pinhead [1.5 mm]). Nymphs become adults about 7 
days after hatching. 

Adult Louse   An adult louse can multiply fast and lay up to 10 
eggs a day. It takes only about 12 to 14 days for newly hatched 
eggs to reach adulthood.This cycle can repeat itself every 3 weeks 
if head lice are left untreated.  

How Common Are Head Lice? 
Head lice are most common in preschool and elementary school 
aged children. Each year 6-12 million school-aged children in the 
United States get head lice. However, anyone can get head lice. 
Head lice are found worldwide.  

 
How Do Head Lice Spread? 
Head lice are crawling insects. They cannot jump, hop, or fly. The main way that head lice spread is from close, 
prolonged, head-to-head contact. There is a very small chance that head lice will spread by sharing items such 
as combs, brushes, and hats. 
  
What are symptom/Indications of head lice? 
The most common indication of a head lice infestation is Itching.  This is due to an allergic reaction to louse 
saliva, although the itching is transient and typically mild.  It can take up to 4 to 6 weeks after lice get on the 
scalp before the scalp becomes sensitive to the lice saliva and begins to itch. Most of the itching happens 
behind the ears or at the back of the neck. Also, itching caused by head lice can last for weeks, even after the 
lice are gone.  



   

Chapter 2                    Health Room/Health Aide 

Responsibility of the Health Aide: 

Goals: 

● Accurately Identify a lice infestation.  
● Avoid head lice interfering with education; minimize school absences. 
● Accurately direct family on proper treatment/protocol.  
● Avoid stigmatizing or embarrassment for student or family  
● Minimize recurrence by educating parents and the community. 

1.   Accurately Identify head lice: 

● Don’t panic; work from knowledge and not emotion. 
● Obtain an accurate history from teacher/parent who suspects lice. 
● Look for symptoms; repeated itching  
● Visual inspection. 

○ Seat the student in a well-lighted, private area. 
○ Use a magnifying glass if available. 
○ Divide hair into sections beginning at the base of the neck. 
○ Adult lice are small (about the size of a sesame seed) and move very quickly. 
○ Eggs (nits) are usually found firmly attached to the base of the hair shaft close to the scalp. 
○ Start behind the ears/near the neckline/and back of the head.  
○ Head lice hold tightly to the hair. They move by crawling. They cannot hop or fly, but they do 

move quickly making it difficult to find them. 
○ Have a second person confirm your findings before contacting parent(s) 
○ Contact district RN before contacting parent(s) 
○ Check siblings and close contacts for Lice/Nits. 
○ Send home a letter with each student that has been checked for lice. 
○ Please work discreetly and with confidentiality. 

2.  Notify parents: 

● If Live Lice are found and confirmed, notify parent(s) that the student has confirmed lice. 
● Parent is asked to come and pick up student and treat immediately. 
● Educational sheet given to parent on How to Treat Lice. 
● Student may return to school once treatment has been administered. 
● Confirm with parent when and what treatment was administered.  
● Student must be checked for Lice by Health Aide upon returning to school, before returning to the 

classroom. If live lice are still present and confirmed, parent must be contacted and student must 
return home for treatment. 

● Classroom letter to be sent out no sooner than 24 hours AFTER confirmation of infestation.  
● If NITS only are found, notify parent(s) that the student has confirmed nits. 
● Student should return to class. No classroom notification necessary.  
● Educational sheet should be sent home with student on how to treat nits. Knowing how to get rid of 

nits is the key to eliminating head lice. Once the head is free of nits, the infestation is resolved. 



   

● Student should be re-checked for Lice/Nits every 7 days for 3 weeks. 
● Siblings and other students with a history or report of recent close contact outside of the school setting 

may be screened.  
● Lice check letter to be sent home with each student every time they are checked.  
●  The letter will state that we not only screened their child, but it will also include education on 

recognizing lice and nits, treatment of lice and nits, treatment of a household with confirmed lice and 
nits, and when to return to school. 

3.  Minimizing Emotions Surrounding a Possible Infestation 

● A parent letter will be sent to all parents at the start of each school year, explaining the inevitability of 
head lice infestations,  and will also include education on recognizing lice and nits, treatment of lice 
and nits, treatment of a household with confirmed lice and nits, and when to return to school. 

● A 2nd parent letter on Lice will be sent home following winter break, at the start of the 2nd semester.  
● Eliminating “quarantine” behaviors. Students are welcome to be at school unless live lice are present.  
● Eliminating “overtreatment” behavior by having confirmation of live lice from a second person. 
● Eliminating “negative psychological impact” by frequent education and discussion. 
● Practice early detection. Make weekly head checks with a good quality comb. 
● Early detection and removal of any live lice or nits can keep head lice problems to a minimum.  “It only 

takes a few minutes.”  

4. Common Reasons Why Treatment May Fail 

● Misdiagnosis. The symptoms are not caused by an active head lice infestation. 
● Applying the treatment to hair that has been washed with conditioning shampoo or rinsed with hair 

conditioner. Conditioners can act as a barrier that keeps the head lice medicine from adhering to the 
hair shafts. 

● Not following the instructions for the specific treatment that is used. Some examples of this include; 
○ not applying a second treatment if instructed to do so 
○ retreating too soon after the first treatment, before all the nits are hatched, and the newly 

hatched head lice can be killed. 
○ retreating too late after new eggs have already been deposited. 

● Resistance of the head lice to the treatment use.  
● Reinfestation. The person was treated successfully and the lice were eliminated and the person 

becomes infested again by lice spread from another infested person.  
● Re-shampooing the hair too soon (less than 2 days) after correctly applying the treatment can reduce 

or eliminate any continued killing effect on the lice. 

5.  Treating the Environment 

● Head lice survive less than 24 hours if they fall off the scalp and cannot feed.  
● Head lice eggs (nits) cannot hatch and will die within hours if they do not remain under ideal conditions 

close to the human scalp.  

            Home/Class/HealthRoom cleaning;  

● Vacuuming of carpeting/rugs/furniture/car seats/other fabric covered items 
● Laundering of linens and clothing worn or used by the infested person is sufficient. 
● Only items that have been in contact with the head of the infested person in the 48 hours before 

treatment need cleaned. 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1iiafb1NKfZEqm1BPe4xREEstVa0uCBek/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1iiafb1NKfZEqm1BPe4xREEstVa0uCBek/view?usp=sharing


   

● Place bed linens/pillows/stuffed animals and similar items in a dryer for 30 minutes on high heat to kill 
both live lice and nits. 

○ Experts used to suggest bagging items such as stuffed animals for several weeks to help control 
infestations, but this is now recognized as unnecessary. 

● Do NOT treat family pets for lice with insecticidal shampoo. Head Lice cannot live on pets. 
● Do NOT use head lice treatments as a preventive measure.  
● Practice early detection! Make weekly head checks with a good quality comb available. 
● Early Detection and removal of any live lice or nits can keep head lice problems to a minimum. 
● Do NOT  use  fumigant sprays/fogs. Fumigant sprays and fogs can be toxic if inhaled or absorbed 

through the skin and they do NOT control lice. 

 

Schema on lice decision making 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1cNULayZOwy8L7hRvPd97RDdC1JV98_UTG3DCjo0z4qc/edit?usp=sha

ring 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

  

 

 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1cNULayZOwy8L7hRvPd97RDdC1JV98_UTG3DCjo0z4qc/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1cNULayZOwy8L7hRvPd97RDdC1JV98_UTG3DCjo0z4qc/edit?usp=sharing


   

 

 

                     Head Lice Management Checklist  

Student Name __________________________________________ 

Start Date____________________ Date Completed____________________ 

  

Date/Initials: 

___________________ Identify Active Lice  

___________________ 2nd person confirmation  

___________________ Contact RN date/time  

___________________ Contact Parent  

___________________ Education Material to parent  

___________________ Check siblings and close contacts if needed  

___________________ Letter Home with each student that is checked for lice  

___________________ Information to teacher for classroom care  

___________________ Letter to grade level families AFTER 24 HOURS  

___________________Head Lice check upon return to school  

___________________Head Lice Check 7 days after initial infestation/Nit  (Date of initial discovery)  

___________________Head Lice Check 14 days after initial infestation/Nit (Date of initial discovery)  

 

 

 

 



   

 

Chapter 3                    Teacher/Classroom  

LICE is one of the worst four letter words a TEACHER can hear! The creepy little creatures can cause huge 
drama and angst among parents and teachers alike. But only if you let them.  Let’s take a step back and arm 
ourselves with the facts so that we can face this inevitable occurrence with a calm, head on approach.  

Are head lice ANNOYING? Yes! Are head lice GROSS? YES! Is it DISGUSTING to think about a bug in your child’s 
hair? It absolutely is!  But the fact is, head lice are a nuisance and nothing else. They are NOT a dangerous 
health condition because they do not transmit disease. Personal hygiene and cleanliness have nothing to do 
with the occurrence of head lice.  

Let’s take a look at some common misconceptions:  

Common Misconceptions:  

● Head Lice can jump; head lice cannot jump or fly. They move only by crawling. 
● Cutting a person’s hair will prevent head lice infestations;  Head Lice do not care if the hair is long or short.  
● Schools have “outbreaks” of lice; multiple cases of lice in school are  uncommon; that“occurrence” is typically 

due to misidentification. 
● Your child can get head lice by sitting at a desk next to someone who is infested;  head lice are spread through 

direct head-to-head contact. 
● Head lice are found in dirty hair from dirty homes;  head lice has nothing to do with personal hygiene or 

cleanliness. 
● Head Lice are most often passed at school; Transmissions in schools are rare. Head lice LOVE a party! It is most 

common to get head lice from family members, overnight guests, and playmates who spend a lot of time 
together outside of school.  

● You can get head lice from a pet; head lice cannot be transmitted from a pet, or vice a versa. 
● Head Lice are commonly spread through hats or helmets; Although spread through hats or helmets is possible, it 

is rare. Lice are not able to hang on to a surface other than a hair strand.  

Remember that head lice need a human host to live on in order to survive and  therefore individual students get the 
infestation and NOT THE SCHOOL OR CLASSROOM.  

To effectively manage head lice in schools, it is important that the school and parents work together as a team where 
each party take responsibility for certain tasks. 

Responsibility of the Classroom Teacher(s)   

Goals: 

● Be familiar with the Jeffco Schools Lice Protocol 
● Adhere to the Jeffco Schools Lice Protocol 
● Accurately help Identify a lice infestation.  
● Avoid head lice interfering with education; minimize school absences. 
● Accurately direct family on proper treatment/protocol.  
● Avoid stigmatizing or embarrassment for student or family  



   

● Minimize recurrence by educating parents and the community. 
● Maintain a lice “UN-friendly” classroom. 

Protocol: 

● The current Jeffco Lice Management Protocol has been updated and distributed for the 2018-1019 
school year.  

● Please check with your school health aide and/or your district Registered Nurse for questions regarding 
the protocol. 

● Refer to the protocol before giving parent(s) input/information on Lice management. 

Identification of Lice: 

● If you suspect a student has lice, discreetly send them to the health room. 
● The health aide will check for lice and it must be confirmed by a 2nd person before a parent is 

contacted.  
● You will be notified of a Lice confirmation by the health aide, with instructions how to proceed.  
● A student will NOT be sent home unless LIVE lice are identified by 2 people.  
● A student will NOT be sent home for NITs only.  

Minimizing Absences 

● A student will only be sent home for live lice, confirmed by 2 people. 
● The student is able to return to school as soon as completion of recommended shampoo has been 

completed, same day when possible. 
● The student will be checked for live lice by the health aide prior to returning to the classroom. 
● The Health Aide will communicate with the teacher regarding the status of the returning student. 
● A student can attend school with nits present. 
● Extra help/attention should be given to children with chronic or prolonged infestation to help minimize 

the number of days they are absent from school. 

Preventing The Spread of Head Lice In Schools 

● Get rid of any fabric pillows/beanbags/couches that are not vinyl to aide in easy cleaning. 
● Desks should be spaced apart so students are not sitting shoulder to shoulder. 
● Students with long hair should be encouraged to tie it back. 
● Have separate pegs for coats and hats. Children shouldn’t hang coats and hats on top of those of other 

children or pile them on top of each other. 
● Minimize shared use of headgear such as helmets and clothing  Hand-vacuum these items between 

users if sharing is necessary.  
● Include information about head lice and how it is identified, transferred and treated in classroom 

discussions on health. 
● The burden of unnecessary absenteeism to the students, families and communities far outweighs the 

risks associated with head lice. 
● Misdiagnosis of nits is very common during nit checks conducted by non-medical personnel. 

 

 



   

Chapter 4                     Registered Nurse 

Responsibility of the Registered Nurse 

Goals: 

● Be knowledgeable on current accepted Head Lice recommended Policy statements supporting nursing 
practice. 

● Educate school staff on current Head Lice practices/protocol. 
● Educate/Train Health Aide on accurate identification of Head Lice. 
● Support student/family education regarding the spread and identification of Head Lice and nits. 
● Minimize the emotion surrounding an infestation. 
● Minimizing Absenteeism due to Head Lice Infestations. 

Current Policy Statements 

● American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP),  
○ head lice infestations have been shown to have low contagion in   classrooms.  
○ no-nit policies in schools are detrimental, causing lost time in the  classroom, inappropriate 

allocation of the school nurse’s time for lice screening, and a response to infestations that is out 
of proportion to the medical significance. 

● National Association of School Nurses (NASN) 
○ The management of head lice in the school setting should not disrupt the educational process. 

Leadership provided by the registered  school nurse can impact reduction of the stigma 
associated with head lice by providing accurate health education including anticipatory 
guidance to the school community and implementing evidence-based strategies for the 
management of head lice in schools. Evidence-based strategies include abandoning “no-nit” 
school policies and school wide head checks. 

● Center for Disease Control (CDC) supports AAP and NASN policy statements for Lice Management in 
School. 

Education/Train on current Lice Management Protocols 

● Attain competency and knowledge that reflect current evidence-based school nursing practices related 
to management of head lice in school. 

● Educate staff on new/updated Jeffco Lice Management protocols that are developed on evidence 
based research. 

● Distribute appropriate “chapter” of Lice Management Manual to school staff members and parents. 
● Support current treatment recommendations from the AAP/NASN/CDC. 
● Provide open communication about lice through school wide handouts at the start of the school year, 

and the start of 2nd semester.  
● De-stigmatize topic with education and open discussion of life cycle, prevention, and treatment.  
● Targeted education to be distributed during infestation. 
● Parent letter to be sent home with any student that has been checked for Lice during the school day.  
● Class or grade level letters ( RN’s discretion) to be sent home no sooner than 24 hours after the 

discovery of infestation. This is to help ensure the privacy of the affected student(s) 
● Provide support and reassurance as student is being treated: maintain privacy and confidentiality 



   

● Educate on the importance of privacy and confidentiality. 
● Participate in research and evaluate effectiveness of Head Lice protocol and education strategies. 
● Implement intervention strategies that are student-centered, and classroom centered. 
● Educate families on how to continually assess, treat, and prevent recurrence. 
● Encourage families to talk to their health care provider 
● Focus on keeping students in class. 

Training Health Aide/Back up staff to Accurately Identify Lice 
● Seat the student in a well-lighted, private area. 
● Use a magnifying glass if available. 
● Divide hair into sections beginning at the base of the neck. 
● Adult lice are small (about the size of a sesame seed) and move very quickly. 
● Eggs (nits) are usually found firmly attached to the base of the hair shaft close to the scalp. 
● Start behind the ears/near the neckline/and back of the head.  
● Head lice hold tightly to the hair. They move by crawling. They cannot hop or fly, but they do move 

quickly making it difficult to find them. 
● Have a second person confirm your findings before contacting parent(s) 
● Contact district RN before contacting parent(s) 
● Check siblings and close contacts for Lice/Nits. 
● Send home a letter with each student that has been checked for lice. 
● Please work discreetly and with confidentiality. 

The following Youtube videos may be helpful when training.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9S1lrliT9w0&t=5s 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eeKyE3EmPFE 

 

Minimizing Emotions Surrounding a Possible Infestation 

● A parent letter will be sent to all parents at the start of each school year, explaining the inevitability of 
head lice infestations,  and will also include education on recognizing lice and nits, treatment of lice 
and nits, treatment of a household with confirmed lice and nits, and when to return to school. 

● A 2nd Lice letter will be sent home following winter break, at the start of the 2nd semester.  
● Eliminating “quarantine” behaviors. Students are welcome to be at school unless live lice are present.  
● Eliminating “overtreatment” behavior by having confirmation of live lice from a second person. 
● Eliminating “negative psychological impact” by frequent education and discussion. 
● Practice early detection. Encourage weekly head checks with a good quality comb. 
● Early detection and removal of any live lice or nits can keep head lice problems to a minimum.  

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9S1lrliT9w0&t=5s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eeKyE3EmPFE


   

Chapter 5                     Parents/Guardians 

Parents’ Responsibility in Managing Head Lice 

Goals: 

● Become familiar with the lice life cycle 
● Become familiar with the process of checking for lice/nits 
● Gain knowledge regarding identification/treatment/prevention of head lice 
● Decrease lice infestations at school. 
● Decrease absenteeism due to lice. 
● Decrease the stigma of a lice infestation. 

Signs of Head Lice 

Though they can't fly or jump, these tiny parasites have specially adapted claws that let them crawl and cling 
firmly to hair. They spread primarily through head-to-head contact, but sharing clothing, bed linens, combs, 
brushes, and hats can also be a mode of transmission.  Although they're very small, lice can be seen by the 
naked eye. Here are things to look for: 

Lice eggs (called nits). These look like tiny yellow, tan, or brown dots before they hatch. Lice lay nits on 
hair shafts close to the scalp, where the temperature is perfect for keeping warm until they hatch. Nits 
look sort of like dandruff, only they can't be removed by brushing or shaking them off.  Unless the 
infestation is heavy, it's more common to see nits in a child's hair than it is to see live lice crawling on 
the scalp. Lice eggs hatch within 6 - 9 days after they're laid. After hatching, the remaining shell looks 
white or clear and stays firmly attached to the hair shaft. This is when it's easiest to spot them, as the 
hair is growing longer and the egg shell is moving away from the scalp. 

Adult lice and nymphs (baby lice). The adult louse is no bigger than a sesame seed and is grayish-white 
or tan. Nymphs are smaller and become adult lice about 1 to 2 weeks after they hatch. If head lice is 
not treated, this process repeats itself about every 3 weeks. Most lice feed on blood several times a 
day, and they can survive 1 - 2 days off the scalp. 

Scratching. With lice bites come itching and scratching. This is actually due  to a reaction to the saliva 
of lice. However, the itching may not always start right away — that depends on how sensitive a child's 
skin is to the lice. It can sometimes take weeks for kids with lice to start scratching. They may complain, 
though, of things moving around on or tickling their heads. 

Small red bumps or sores from scratching. For some kids, the irritation is mild; for others, a more 
bothersome rash may develop. Excessive scratching can lead to a possible bacterial infection (this can 
cause swollen lymph glands and red, tender skin that might have crusting and oozing). If your doctor 
thinks this is the case, he or she may treat the infection with an oral antibiotic. 

Checking for lice and nits 

Frequent and regular checks for head lice are a good way to spot the critters before they have time to multiply 
and infest a child's head.  



   

●  Seat the child in a brightly lit room. 
● Use a magnifying glass if available. 
● Divide hair into sections beginning at the base of the neck. 
● Adult lice are small (about the size of a sesame seed) and move very quickly. 
● Eggs (nits) are usually found firmly attached to the base of the hair shaft close to the scalp. Nits can be 

confused with many other things such as dandruff, dirt particles, or hair spray droplets. Nits are firmly 
attached to hair, while dandruff, dirt, or other particles are easily shaken out 

● Start behind the ears/near the neckline/and back of the head.  
● Head lice hold tightly to the hair. They move by crawling. They cannot hop or fly, but they do move 

quickly and avoid light, making it difficult to find them. 
●  If visuals are more helpful to you, you may want to watch the following Youtube videos  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9S1lrliT9w0&t=5s 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eeKyE3EmPFE 

Recommended Treatment of Lice and Nits 

The comb-out method 

The comb-out method can be used to help check for  head lice and remove nits.  This method typically does 
not work on its own to get rid of head lice, but is essential in removing nits following  lice treatments.  The 
comb out method requires a nit comb. Nit combs are ultra fine tooth combs designed specifically for removal 
of  nits from hair. 

Examples of Nit combs: 

 

Using the  the comb-out method:  

Step 1: Wet the child's hair.  

Step 2: Use a specially designed nit comb and comb through the child's hair in small sections.  

Step 3: After each comb-through, wipe the comb on a wet paper towel. Examine the scalp, 
comb, and paper towel carefully.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9S1lrliT9w0&t=5s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eeKyE3EmPFE


   

Step 4: Repeat steps 2 and 3 until you've combed through all of the child's hair.  

Standard/Recommended Treatment(s) for Head Lice 

It is always a good idea to check with your child's physician before beginning any head lice treatment.  Most 
over the counter head lice medicated shampoo only kill live lice, not the eggs (nits) that have been laid. 
Therefore, after treatment it is very important to use the comb-out method  and then repeat the comb out 
every 2 to 3 days for 2 to 3 weeks to remove the eggs (nits).  

Head lice medicine/shampoo  should be used only when it is certain that your child has living head lice. If your 
child only has nits (eggs) the comb out method (see above) should be used until you can no longer identify any 
nits.  

 Safety guidelines for treating with Lice shampoo 

● Follow the directions on the package exactly as written. 
● Never allow children to apply the medicated shampoo. Medicated shampoo should be applied by an 

adult only. 
● Do not use medicated shampoo on a child 2 years or younger without first checking with your child's 

physician. 
● Do not use or apply medicated shampoo to children if you are pregnant or breastfeeding without first 

checking with your doctor. 
● Do not apply medicated shampoo while in the bath/or shower to avoid the medication to come in 

contact with skin in other areas. Place the child's head over a sink and rinse the medicated shampoo 
off with warm water (not hot water). 

● Never place a plastic bag on a child's head. 
● Do not leave a child alone with medication in the hair. 
● Store  ALL medication in a locked cabinet, out of sight and reach of children. 
● Most lice shampoo treatments require a second treatment repeat in 7 to 9  days after the first 

treatment. READ THE DIRECTIONS ON YOUR SPECIFIC PRODUCT CAREFULLY. 
● Always contact your child's physician if you have any questions or if previous treatments have not 

gotten rid of lice infestation. 
Warning: Never use dangerous products like gasoline or kerosene or medicines made for use on 
animals! It is not recommended to use home remedies, such as petroleum jelly, mayonnaise, tub 
margarine, herbal oils, or olive oil, as there is no current information on safety or success of these 
products.  

Ridding your home of Lice 

Once your child is treated with a recommended lice treatment, the environment must also become lice 
“un-friendly” House cleaning for lice is important, but keep your priorities straight. Remember that lice is most 
often spread from head to head so focus on the  “heads first”!  

● Bring a pot of water to a boil. Clean out hair from combs, brushes and hair accessories. Place into the 
hot water and let soak for 1 minute. 

● Put cloth items that will fit into the dryer on high heat for 30 minutes.This includes bed linens, stuffed 
animals, coats/jackets, hats, scarves and throw pillows or blankets. 



   

● Other cloth surfaces that may have been in direct head contact with someone with lice in the past 24 
hours, should be vacuumed well. This includes: cloth furniture, carpets, large pillows and n on vinyl 
bean bag chairs. 

● Car seats and headrests should be vacuumed, lint rolled or covered with a pillowcase for 1-2 days. 
● Hats, helmets, wigs and costumes that have been worn within 24 hours should be placed in a freezer 

overnight and then wiped clean with a damp cloth or lint-roller. There is no need to stuff everything 
you own into trash bags. If you can’t put it in the dryer or vacuum it — don’t use it for 1-2 days. 

● Wash all bed linens and recent clothing in very hot water (130°F [54.4°C]), followed by the hot cycle of 
the dryer for at least 30 minutes. 

● Vacuum carpets and upholstered furniture (in your home or car), then throw away the vacuum cleaner 
bag. 

 Decreasing Lice Infestations at School 
 
It is ultimately each parents’ responsibility to take control of head lice in their children/family. Remember one 
of the most common misconceptions: Head Lice are most often passed at school; FALSE! Transmissions in 
school are rare. Head lice LOVE a party! It is most common to get head lice from family members, overnight 
guests, and playmates who spend a lot of time together outside of school.  
In order to decrease the number of infestations each school year, It is suggested that parents consider 
implementing the following practices: 

● Check their children’s hair for head lice or lice eggs (nits) on a weekly basis. 
● Treat an infested child as soon as possible after lice have been identified. 
● Inspect household members regularly. 
● If lice is confirmed, notify the school and the parents of close friends/contacts.  
● Begin recommended treatment as soon as possible. 
● Inform the school of the treatment used and procedures that have been followed so the child can 

return to school as soon as possible.  
● Encourage children with long hair to tie hair back when at school.  
● Be willing to support and abide by the Jeffco School District Lice Protocol stating that students’ who are 

identified with live lice will be asked to 

○ Leave school for treatment 
○ May return once a recommended treatment has been completed 
○ Will be checked for lice upon entry 
○ May return to class if no live lice are present. 
○ Will not be excluded for the presence of nits. Nits are cemented to hair shafts and are very 

unlikely to be transferred successfully to other people. 

● Check their children’s hair for head lice on a weekly basis. 
● Treat an infested child as soon as possible after lice have been identified. 
● Inspect household members regularly. 
● Notify the school and the parents of close friends if they have identified head lice in their children, to 

make sure that if the lice were transmitted, treatment can start as soon as possible. 
● Notify the school of the treatment procedures you have followed so that your child can attend school if 

the school has a no-lice or no-nit policy in place. 
●  Make sure that children with long hair attend school with hair tied back. 
● Be willing to attend head lice information sessions or meetings organized by the school. 



   

Chapter 6                     Outdoor Lab 

All 6th graders in Jefferson County have the opportunity to attend Outdoor Lab with their school.  This is a 
Monday through Friday overnight, residential school trip to either Mt Evans (Evergreen) or Windy Peak 
(Bailey).  Students sleep in a bunk with other 6th graders, high school leaders, and sometimes an intern 
(number of students in bunks varies between sites and the different bunks at each site).  Due to the close 
living quarters, the chance of spreading lice amongst students is increased.  

If a child is suspected of having lice, the Outdoor Lab nurse or health aide will perform an assessment in the 
health room,  providing privacy for the student.  If it is determined that the student has either nits and/or live 
lice the following steps will be followed: 

● The student will remain in the health room until treatment can be provided. 
● Parent/guardian of student will be notified.  Parent/guardian will be  instructed to check family 

members and close contacts. 
● Parent/guardian will be given the option of picking up their child. 
● If parent/guardian unable and/or unwilling to pick up student, the RN or a designated backup will 

perform the treatment of medicated shampooing with either Rid or Nix product (according to product 
directions. ) Parental consent will be obtained either verbally  or in writing. The affected student will 
remain in the health room until consent has been obtained and treatment has been completed. No nit 
combing will be done  at OELS - parent/guardian to be instructed to perform this at home when 
student returns  

● All of the affected students clothing will be washed and dried in health room according to 
recommended procedure (see above) along with their brushes/combs and hair accessories. In the 
meantime, the student will borrow clothes/bedding from the clinic until their clothes can be properly 
washed and dried.  

● The RN/health aide will do their best to make sure that the students items are removed and returned 
when no other students are in the bunks to protect student’s privacy. 

● After shampooing and changing of clothes/hats, student may return to scheduled activity. 
● OELS RN/health aide to notify student’s home school district RN of confirmed infestation. 
● OELS RN to send home extra shampoo and nit comb to the parent/guardian along with letter/lice 

protocol. 
● Students in the same bunk will only be screened for lice if symptoms are observed (e.g. head itching).  
● All students that are checked for lice will be sent home with a letter of notification.  
● Beds and bunks with be vacuumed thoroughly at the end of the week when students have left. 
● 6th grade teachers will NOT be notified of confirmed lice infestation in order to maintain student 

privacy and decrease emotional responses. 

 


